When are you going to WAKE UP?
‘When I last spoke to you, I was saying as clearly as I could through my Recorder’s mind:
WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO WAKE UP, GROW UP AND DECIDE YOU WILL HAVE THE COURAGE
TO CAST ASIDE YOUR OLD WELL-LOVED MYTHS OF A BLEEDING CHRIST ON A CROSS, PAYING
FOR YOUR SINS?
When will you accept MY Truth - the truth that I, Jesus, was seen to be a threat to public peace and a
THREAT TO THE JEWISH LEADERS because I taught the people about a God of Love.A GOD Which
did not need sacrifices!
I taught people that FORGIVENESS was essential to experience a happy and healthy life, whilst the
Jews taught ‘an eye for an eye’ and that their GOD sent them into Holy Wars against the ‘pagans’.
I, the true Christ, taught them that they should not be worried about unclean drinking cups but should
watch what came from their minds and mouths.
Those who have insight and understanding will recognize that I have returned and am enlarging on this
simple theme and explaining WHY I taught the principles of life which people now need so urgently to
save themselves and the planet from wholesale disaster.
Read Letter 1 until you fully understand it.
Read Letters 5 and 6 until you fully realize:
that you THINK and FEEL with the same energy as your world is created from.
that your thoughts are electro-magnetic blueprints which eventually externalize as events and things you
have either longed for – or greatly feared OR as those things which, good and bad, you have done to
others.
Don’t dismiss these Letters as having no bearing on your lives.
They explain exactly why LOVE is the very stuff of which your body has been fashioned. When you live
with anger, resentment, and dislike in your hearts, you are actively creating negative forces which
gradually undermine your health and destroy your bodies and your lives.
Because the LETTERS describe the true NATURE of ‘THAT’ Which has brought all visible things into
conscious being and your exact relationship to IT, with the LETTERS’ help, you can change your own
self.
You can become the kind of person YOU will be happy to live with.
Never again, will you have to be told to love and respect yourself
When you have read and re-read And LIVED my LETTERS daily, you will respect and esteem yourself
spontaneously – naturally- JOYOUSLY.
You will rejoice in WHO you really are and in your limitless potential for creativity.
THIS IS NOT A NEW AGE teaching.
My CHRIST TEACHING remains and will remain the same throughout eternity:
‘It is the ‘Father’ - DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS - does the work of creativity in me – and will do so equally
in you when you overcome the ego.
‘When you, too, BECOME Universal Love.’

